
Art for March 

Yay for our schools month!!!  St. Patrick’s Day is here and it is time to celebrate our school! Each class 

will be working on a St. Patrick’s Day project that fits their age level.  

It’s going to be messy, colorful and exciting!!!  

 

 

Kindergarten- We will be given paint colors of the rainbow to create our our special pots of gold with a 

colorful rainbow mobel. Ill be talking about the color wheel and all the different colors. Primary, 

secondary and complimentray.  

 

1st- Who doesn’t enjoy painting their hands! This fun bunch will get to paint their oun hands 6 times! 

After we color a background of a skey and sand for our pot of gold to sit on we will make our hand 

rainbows! I’ll point out how the colors look when the overlap and how the colors blend to make new 

colors! We will finish by adding some gold coins! 

 



 

2nd- I am sure lucky and so are these students! This class has such a great time in art and they are always 

telling me good things of what is going on in their lifes. So this fun activity lets them write 4 very lucky 

facts about thir lifes! Of course we will be adding lots of color to these clovers! Maybe even some 

glitter!  

 

3rd- We are going to start the class by sketching out our very own shamerocks. We are going to then cut 

out our shape and glue on pieces of tissue paper. They will not just be green because I have lots of 

colors to pick from!  

 

 



 

4th- One of my new favorte projects is paper molding! This lucky class gets to shape paper into colorful, 

beautiful and creative sharocks! They will be learning how to use different sizes of paper to make 

different shaps. They will see how folding the paper a certain way will make a fun look and they will 

learn how to have a different outcome by doing something different  on the next one.  

 

5th- This class is just rocking art this year! I am so impressed with how talented they are. I just can’t wait 

to see them nail this project! These are just square examples but we are going to be creating Celtic 

crosses using the Irish style.  

 

6th- This project is all about texture. We will be using black paper and chalk (solf) pastels to get a very 

vibrant color!  After we trace the clover we are going to be making different patterns using color and 

shapes. This is going to give the artwork more rhythm and movement in the piece.  

 

 



 

7th- This project is a true favorite! We are going to fold our paper into fours so we have an even space 

for our painting. Each box will have one part of a clover drawn in it. Then we will get yellow and blue 

paint to mix up our own shades of green. Each shape will have its very own mixed color created by each 

student for their artwork. They will experiment with how much paint to add to make another shade.  

 

8th- Another favorite style! A soft pastel on black paper looks so outstanding! After we draw 5 or more 

clovers on the black paper we are going to blend colors from a soft pastel palette to create a different 

color clover each time.  Then we’re going to go back in with another color that is lighter to add some 

highlights and then a darker pastel for shadows. 

 

 Happy St. Patrick’s Day  

God Bless 

AJ Allen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


